
SOFITEL LEGEND
THE GRAND AMSTERDAM

Bonjour guest,

Welcome to Sofitel Legend The Grand Amsterdam! It is our great pleasure to

welcome you to one of the finest addresses in Amsterdam. We are dedicated

to delivering beautiful experiences and to creating 'Cousu main' moments in a

luxurious setting.

At The Grand, you will discover the “Art de recevoir”, our unique approach to

hospitality and service that distinguishes Sofitel around the world. Amid an

ambience of sophisticated style, we offer the best of French “savoir-faire”,

design, amenities and cuisine.

Our “Les Clefs d’Or” Concierges, Butlers, Receptionists, Guest Relations,

Housekeepers, Room Service Team and all other Ambassadors are dedicated

to ensure your stay exceeds every expectation. If you require any assistance

please do not hesitate to contact us.

We wish you a legendary stay!

Sincerely,

Emmy Stoel

General Manager



If only the walls could talk… They would surely have
extraordinary tales to tell; of 16th century Queens and
Princes on diplomatic missions and 17th century admirals
commanding launches for distant lands. Not to mention
stories of eager artists and craftsmen, pursuing a vision as
they decorated The Grand. The majestic Sofitel Legend
The Grand Amsterdam, overflowing with history but
vibrantly modern. Offering a supreme hotel experience
for guests from oceans away, or from just across the
canal.  Discover the unique history of The Grand by taking
a tour through the hotel, specially organized for our hotel
guests. During this daily tour, starting at 11 am each day,
the rich history and architecture of the hotel, the building
and its surroundings are explained.

Live the Legend

As a five-star luxury hotel in the heart of Amsterdam, The
Grand is dedicated to providing exceptional service while
maintaining the highest standards of environmental and
social sustainability. The Grand actively implements and
prioritises environmental, social, and governance
principles. These efforts were acknowledged by external
certifications, such as the highest level of Green Key
standard (Gold), the platinum status by Accor, the EHMA
sustainability award by Diversey and the bronze Earth
Check certification. 

Preserve our heritage, care for the future

Luxury is not merely a case of material comfort, it also
encompasses the human factor; ‘savoir-faire’ and ‘savoir-
être’ (expertise and etiquette). People who are truly
passionate about their profession, Ambassadors who
bring the hotel to life. They bring a ray of sunshine
everyday and place their considerable talents at the
service of our guests.

Legendary services

Discover a world of rewards, unique benefits and
exceptional events with our lifestyle loyalty program.
Earn points and enjoy discounts in more than 3.000
hotels, transfer points to use with our partners, or spoil
yourself by converting them into truly unforgettable
experiences tailored to your passions: entertainment,
sports, shopping, dining and more. Enrol via
all.accor.com.

Accor Live Limitless 

Experience exceptional gastronomic quality in the
accessible atmosphere of restaurant Bridges and enjoy a
delicious five-, six- or seven course Menu du Chef or
discover the pure taste of the Mediterranean at Oriole
Garden Bistro. The Garden Terrace can be found in the
beautiful inner garden of The Grand and it is one of
Amsterdam’s best kept secrets; an oasis of peace and
tranquillity, situated in the heart of the city. Are you a true
whisky lover? Visit our pop-up whisky bar The Flying
Deer and enjoy special Glenfiddich whiskies paired with
delicious bites. In the afternoon, you can withdraw to the
Library ‘Or’ to enjoy The Grand Afternoon Tea consisting
of a variety of sweet and savoury delicacies. 

Amsterdam offers a great selection of restaurants that
get easily booked-up, especially during the summer. It is
therefore advised to book the restaurants in and around
Amsterdam in advance. Our  Les Clefs d'Or Concierges
are more than happy to assist in making a reservation for
you at the restaurant of your choice. 

Culinary enjoyment 

Sometimes, staying in is more luxurious than going out.
Our menus for breakfast, lunch and dinner bring our
chef’s fantastic cuisine to the privacy of your room. Our
Ambassadors are at your service at any time, from your
morning coffee, to a glass of wine to enjoy and anything
in between. Leaving the children with a sitter for the
evening? Our children’s menu is every child’s dream. The
menus can be accessed via a QR  code displayed on the
TV in your room.

In-room dining 

In the middle of the hustle and bustle of the city centre,
you will find ultimate relaxation at Sofitel SPA. The
unwinding Sofitel SPA with heated indoor pool, sauna,
hammam and fitness area is the perfect place to recharge
after a busy day. Discover our wonderful spa menu and
book your treatment.

Wellness, spa & swimming pool

Did you have a ‘magnifique’ and safe experience? Please
share it with others via our guest survey & review
websites such as Tripadvisor.

Reviews

Thank you for your continued trust in Sofitel Legend The Grand Amsterdam.
We look forward to welcoming both loyal and new guests with our ever-enduring warm-hearted service.

https://all.accor.com/loyalty-program/reasonstojoin/index.en.shtml?utm_medium=cpc&gclid=Cj0KCQjw1ouKBhC5ARIsAHXNMI-k3f1kx47BIZmwjATp_4ufUtsRrS64EMSk4jz6S3efELvS16QJF5oaAkWqEALw_wcB
https://www.sofitel-legend-thegrand.com/en/spa-fitness.html

